Here are the major changes that have taken place on the various satellites over India in the past month.

**AMOS4 AT 65 DEG E**
On 12th Universal TV HD and Sanskar TV have started on 11235 V, Verimatrix; ITV Nepal has started on 11289 V, Verimatrix. On 13th Star Movies Select, Himalaya TV, Action Sports 2 and Cinemaghar International have started on 11360 V, encrypted; Comedy Central India, Disney International HD, VH1 India and MTV Beats have left.

**IS 17 AT 66 DEG E**
On 19th MK Tunes and MK Six have left 3845 V; Tollywood has left 3876 H; Total States has started on 3932 H, FTA; MK TV has left 4015 V.

**IS 20/36 AT 68.5 DEG E**
On 4th Sports 18 Hindi has replaced Eco-Lution on 4034 H, Irdeto; Sports 18 2 and Sports 18 Tamil have started on 4034 V, Irdeto; Bharat Express has replaced Janta TV on 4184 V, FTA. On 7th Q Marathi has left 4184 V. On 26th TV 9 Telugu, TV 9 Kannada, TV 9 Marathi, TV 9 Gujarati and TV 9 Bharatvarsh have left 3723 V.

**INSA T 3C/4CR / EDUSAT / GSAT 18 AT 74 DEG E**
On 17th DD Sports on 3777 H is now encrypted.

**THAICOM 5/6A/8 AT 78.5 DEG E**
On 3rd CBeebies Asia, BBC Earth Asia and BBC Lifestyle Asia have left 12467 V.

**INSA 33A/4B/ GSAT-10 / GSAT-1 AT 83 DEG E**
On 27th January Prajaa TV Kannada is back on 3805 H, FTA; Spondon TV has started on 3843 H, FTA; Atrangi has left 4054 H. On 30th January Jay Jagannath on 3756 H is now encrypted. On 3rd Bhakti Darpan International has started on 3981 H, FTA; Raanchik has started on 4054 H, FTA. On 17th FGN Channel has started on 4054 H, FTA; News Bartaman 24x7 has left.

**ST 1 / ST 2 AT 88 DEG E**
On 12th Sun TV, Asianet Movies and Zindagi Active have started on 11483 H, encrypted; & flix, CNBC TV 18 Prime HD and Zee Bangla have left. On 13th News 18 India and Eurosport India have started on 11164 H, encrypted; Saam TV has left.

**MEASAT 3B/3D AT 91.5 DEG E**
On 1st AXN East Asia and One have started on 12436 H, encrypted. On 10th Colors Gujarati Cinema has left 12603 V.

**GSAT 15 / GSAT 17 AT 93.5 DEG E**
On 27th January News World has replaced Awakening World on 4076 V, FTA; Rishu Movies has started on 4174 H, FTA. On 1st Ishara Channel has replaced Filamchi Bhojpuri on 11470 V, FTA; B4U Bhojpuri has replaced Dhamaka Movies B4U on 11510 V, FTA. On 9th Filamchi Bhojpuri has replaced Ishara Channel on 11090 V, FTA. On 15th Kids Active Rhymes and Bharat Express have started on 11590 H, encrypted; RT News, B4U Movies India and Topper TV have left; Zee Bangla has replaced Star Suvarna on 11670 H, Irdeto. On 20th Asian News has replaced Saral Jeevan on 4076 V, FTA; FM News and Onkar Only Truth TV have started on 4174 H, FTA.

**ASIASAT 7 AT 105.5 DEG E**
On 20th Star Max, Jan HD and FilmAsia have started on 3663 V, FTA; Jeeto TV, BTV Kadak, Live News and Falak TV have left; Channel S has left 3725 V; Zindagi TV has started on 3880 H, FTA; Love of Jesus TV has left.

**THAICOM 4 / BANGABANDHU 1 AT 119.5 DEG E**
On 11th Eten TV has started on 4680 H, FTA. On 16th Zee Bangla Cinema International has left 4655 H; Zee TV Asia Pacific has left 4758 H; Zee Bangla International has left 4764 H.

**LAOSA 1 AT 128.5 DEG E**
On 27th January Bodhi TV has left 3427 V; DG TV and Sananda have started on 3651 V, FTA. Jeejal News HD, Paryawaran and Tehelka TV have left. On 4th Jeejal News HD and TV Filmy have started on 3651 V, FTA. On 10th B 2 has replaced BTV Kadak on 3651 V, FTA.